Claims data-driven modeling of hospital time-to-readmission risk with latent heterogeneity.
Hospital readmission risk modeling is of great interest to both hospital administrators and health care policy makers, for reducing preventable readmission and advancing care service quality. To accommodate the needs of both stakeholders, a readmission risk model is preferable if it (i) exhibits superior prediction performance; (ii) identifies risk factors to help target the most at-risk individuals; and (iii) constructs composite metrics to evaluate multiple hospitals, hospital networks, and geographic regions. Existing work mainly addressed the first two features and it is challenging to address the third one because available medical data are fragmented across hospitals. To simultaneously address all three features, this paper proposes readmission risk models with incorporation of latent heterogeneity, and takes advantage of administrative claims data, which is less fragmented and involves larger patient cohorts. Different levels of latent heterogeneity are considered to quantify the effects of unobserved factors, provide composite measures for performance evaluation at various aggregate levels, and compensate less informative claims data. To demonstrate the prediction performances of the proposed models, a real case study is considered on a state-wide heart failure patient cohort. A systematic comparison study is then carried out to evaluate the performances of 49 risk models and their variants.